Brain function and clinical characterization in the Boston adolescent neuroimaging of depression and anxiety study
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ABSTRACT

We present a Human Connectome Project study tailored toward adolescent anxiety and depression. This study is one of the first studies of the Connectomes Related to Human Diseases initiative and is collecting structural, functional, and diffusion-weighted brain imaging data from up to 225 adolescents (ages 14–17 years), 150 of whom are expected to have a current diagnosis of an anxiety and/or depressive disorder. Comprehensive clinical and neuropsychological evaluations and longitudinal clinical data are also being collected. This article provides an overview of task functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) protocols and preliminary findings (N = 140), as well as clinical and neuropsychological characterization of adolescents. Data collection is ongoing for an additional 85 adolescents, most of whom are expected to have a diagnosis of an anxiety and/or depressive disorder. Data from the first 140 adolescents are projected for public release through the National Institutes of Health Data Archive (NDA) with the timing of this manuscript. All other data will be made publicly-available through the NDA at regularly scheduled intervals. This article is intended to serve as an introduction to this project as well as a reference for those seeking to clinical, neurocognitive, and task fMRI data from this public resource.

1. Introduction

Adolescence is a critical time for understanding brain changes associated with psychiatric disorders, as nearly half of lifetime diagnoses begin by age 14 (Kessler et al., 2005). Focusing on brain bases of adolescent psychiatric disorders is critical because of increasing annual rates of major depressive episodes in adolescents (+52% from 2005–2017 [Twenge et al., 2019]) and a doubling of adolescent emergency room visits due to suicidal attempts/ideation from 2007–2015 (Burstein et al., 2019; see also Miron et al., 2019). The brain's cognitive control-, emotion-, and reward-related circuitries are undergoing substantial development during adolescence (Gogtay et al., 2004; Hare et al., 2008; Insel et al., 2017; Monk et al., 2003; Olen et al., 2007; Olson et al., 2015; Pehlivanova et al., 2018; Somerville et al., 2011; see also Ahmed et al., 2015; Casey, 2015; Somerville et al., 2010). These circuits have also been implicated in the development and persistence of two of the most common types of adolescent psychiatric disorders: anxiety and depression. We detail the Human Connectome Project (HCP) study of adolescent anxiety and depression and discuss National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) research domain criteria (RDoC)-consistent neuroimaging tasks selected to elicit activation in cognitive control-, emotion-, and reward-related brain regions. We also provide preliminary task-functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) results and detail adolescent clinical and neuropsychological characterization. The HCP provides resources for acquiring, processing, analyzing, and sharing standardized, open-access neuroimaging data (hereafter, HCP infrastructure; e.g., Van Essen et al., 2012a; Barch et al., 2013; Glasser et al., 2013). This infrastructure has been adopted by
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Connectomes Related to Human Diseases (CRHD) projects aimed at better understanding brain changes associated with human pathologies. We present a CRHD project, undertaken by the Boston Adolescent Neuroimaging of Depression and Anxiety consortium (BANDA). The BANDA study is utilizing the HCP infrastructure to collect and disseminate multimodal MRI data, along with clinical and neuropsychological data from 225 adolescents (ages 14–17). One-hundred-and-fifty adolescents are planned to have a diagnosis of an anxiety and/or depressive disorder.

There are three primary goals of the BANDA study. First, it aims to collect a rich dataset of brain imaging, clinical, and cognitive measures from depressed and anxious, as well as healthy adolescents, and to make these data openly-available to the biomedical research community. Second, because most imaging tools have been developed using adult samples, this project, along with the Human Connectome Project Development (HCP-D) study, aims to offer the resources for researchers to create adolescent-specific tools (e.g., white matter and functional connectivity atlases) to enhance the analysis of structural and functional brain development during this critical period (e.g., Tahmasebi et al., 2012). Finally, this project collects longitudinal clinical data and will allow researchers to use these data to test predictive markers of the development, progression, and remission of depressive and anxious symptoms in adolescence.

The present article serves as an introduction to the BANDA study and as a methodological reference for those seeking to use this study’s task functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), clinical, or neuropsychological data. We present descriptive analyses from the first 140 participants. Similar to the descriptions of other HCP projects, these analyses involve an overview of sample characteristics and brain activation patterns during functional imaging tasks (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2018). In a companion paper, Siless and colleagues (Siless et al., 2020) thoroughly detail image acquisition protocols, image quality assessments, and image harmonization with other HCP studies. Both reports were timed with the projected public release of data from the first 140 participants to the National Institutes of Health Data Archive (NDA).

2. Overview of the BANDA study

2.1. Study sample

This project will collect multimodal MRI data, along with clinical and neuropsychological data from 225 adolescents, scanned at ages 14–17. Adolescence is often broadly defined (e.g., pubertal onset through early adulthood). However, we selected this age range for two primary reasons. First, in this age range, we can be reasonably certain that the majority of participants will have entered puberty (Parent et al., 2003; Patten and Viner, 2007). Second, relevant brain responses (i.e., emotional and reward system neural activations) peak, and individual differences in these responses also are at their apex within this age range (Somerville et al., 2010). Thus, this age range may allow researchers to examine whether this variation relates to adolescent mood and anxious symptomatology, which often emerges during adolescence (Somerville et al., 2010).

Participants are recruited from a wide range of sources including: psychological clinics, bus and train advertisements, newsletters to special interest groups, and social media. Interested parents and adolescents undergo a preliminary screen via phone for inclusion/exclusion criteria. Inclusion/exclusion criteria are verified during the initial study visit (Table 1; Supplementary Table 1). In terms of participant matriculation and ongoing participant tracking, prospective patients matriculate into the imaging portion of the study (see Section 2) if they meet the general inclusion/exclusion criteria and have a diagnosis of an anxious and/or depressive disorder (see Section 3.1.2 for definitions).

The BANDA consortium is a partnership formed in the Greater Boston area, allowing for us to sample from a racially- and ethnically-diverse community. This project strives to approximate the racial and ethnic diversity of the broader U.S. population (Falk et al., 2013; LeWinn et al., 2017). The BANDA study oversamples female participants to approximate annual and lifetime prevalence sex-disparities in both adolescent anxiety and depression trends—where females show prevalence rates at least 12% greater than males (see https://nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics; Fig. 1; Supplementary Table 2).

2.2. Relationship to other imaging projects

Harmonization of imaging sequences and behavioral measures across studies offer opportunities to evaluate results on different samples and to jointly test hypotheses across projects. The BANDA study has worked in parallel with the HCP-D study—an ongoing effort collecting imaging and behavioral data from 1300+ healthy children, adolescents, and young adults (Somerville et al., 2018; Harms et al., 2018)—to harmonize certain image acquisition parameters and cognitive measures. BANDA has also harmonized imaging sequences, behavioral measures, and fMRI tasks with other CRHD projects examining adult anxiety, depression, and disordered emotional states. These partner CRHD projects include the Dimensional Connectomics of Anxious Misery (PI: Sheline; University of Pennsylvania), the Perturbation of the Treatment of Resistant Depression Connectomes by Fast-Acting Therapies (PIs: Espinoza, Narr, Wang; University of California-Los Angeles), and the Mapping Connectomes for Disordered Mental States (PI: Williams; Stanford University). Together with our partner CRHD projects, we will collect 900 + participants, most of whom suffer from anxious and/or depressive symptoms. Comprehensive details of imaging hardware and parameter harmonization with other HCP studies may be found in a companion manuscript (Siless et al., 2020). Finally, this project has also harmonized specific cognitive and neuropsychological measures with other, non-HCP large-scale, developmental neuroimaging projects (Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development study [ABCD; Volkow et al., 2018], Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort [Gur et al., 2014; Satterthwaite et al., 2016]).

This project also has many unique features. We selected a rigorous clinical battery with diagnostic interviews and clinical dimensional measures assessing depressive and anxious constructs (e.g., state anxiety and anhedonia). Additionally, dimensional measures investigate constructs that are relevant to general adolescent maladaptive behaviors (e.g., problem behaviors, risky and impulsive decision making). Given that one aim of this project is clinical prediction, clinical data are also collected every six months for at least one year post-imaging. Finally, fMRI tasks were selected to evoke brain activations in regions relevant to general adolescent development, as well as anxiety and depression.

3. Participant schedule

Those passing preliminary screening for inclusion/exclusion criteria undergo clinical and neuropsychological testing (Session 1). Parents provide informed consent and adolescents assent to participate at the beginning of Session 1. Session 1 data are acquired from one of three clinical sites: the Center for Anxiety and Related Disorders at Boston University; the Center for Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Research at McLean Hospital/Harvard Medical School; and the Child Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Program at Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School. In Session 2, participants undergo brain imaging and an eye-tracking session (outside of scanner) at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at Massachusetts General Hospital. Attempts are made to minimize the time between Session 1 evaluations and Session 2 imaging. 75.7% of participants were imaged within two weeks of Session 1, 92.1% of participants were imaged within three weeks, 98.6% were imaged within 5 weeks. Sessions 3 and 4 are clinical longitudinal follow-up sessions occurring...
at 6 and 12 months after Session 2, respectively. These sessions use similar clinical assessments as Session 1 (except Session 3 is online, whereas Session 4 is in-person). At the time of writing this report, data are still being collected on the participants detailed here; thus, Sessions 3 and 4 are not discussed further. A Consolidated Standard of Report Trials (CONSORT) flowchart is available in Supplementary Figure 1 to illustrate group sample sizes and attrition during Sessions 1 and 2.

### 4. Participant characterization

#### 4.1. Diagnostic interviews and clinical classification

Diagnoses of present and historical psychiatric disorders are given by trained researchers who are, or are under the supervision of, licensed clinical psychologists. Diagnoses are approved by a clinical psychologist and given according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Health Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Adolescents receive the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS; Kaufman et al., 1997) based upon DSM-4 structures. At study onset, the K-SADS had not yet adopted DSM-5 criteria. Study clinicians (authors Henin, Hirshfeld-Becker, and Auerbach), thus systematically reviewed each K-SADS module to ensure that prompts could probe DSM-5 diagnostic criteria. Where required, prompts were added to address potential changes to disorder classifications (e.g., DSM-5 persistent depressive disorder). Thus, the K-SADS used here was adapted to also provide DSM-5 diagnoses. The K-SADS is a semi-structured diagnostic interview assessing lifetime and current mental disorders, which yields reliable and valid psychiatric diagnoses within age ranges 7–18 (Kaufman et al., 1997). Participating parents also receive the K-SADS Parent Report module to gather additional data. Parent and adolescent reports are used in the diagnostic characterization of the adolescent. Suicide risk is assessed using the Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (Posner et al., 2011) and if the participant is deemed to be at imminent clinical risk (e.g., has endorsed suicidal intent) by the interviewing researcher/supervising clinical psychologist, s/he is unenrolled.
from the study and appropriate measures are taken. The K-SADS and the Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale combined took on average approximately 1–3 h, depending upon patient status, to complete. Family history of psychiatric disorders from adolescents' first- and second-degree relatives are assessed by a standardized interview of the participating parent (Weissman et al., 2000), which took approximately 20 min to complete.

4.1.1. Inter-rater agreement on clinical classifications

Diagnostic reliability of primary DSM-5 clinical classifications (depression and/or anxiety disorders) for the first 140 participants was estimated. This was achieved by comparing original clinical diagnoses to those given by a blinded, licensed psychologist (author Rosso) who: (1) Was not involved in any of the original clinical classifications, (2) had no prior knowledge of the original clinical classifications, and (3) had no prior knowledge of the random stratification procedures (below). Audio recordings of parent and adolescent K-SADS were selected from 15 participants (~10% of sample) whom had complete audio data files. Stratification ensured an equal probability of representation from each clinical site (i.e., 5 per site), and an equal representation of control participants, and participants with depressive and anxiety disorders. Cohen's Kappa statistic was used to assess inter-rater agreement (Cohen, 1960). BANDA inter-rater agreement for anxiety ($\kappa = 0.55$) and depression ($\kappa = 0.66$) diagnoses fall within the
moderate to substantial range (Landis and Koch, 1977). BANDA depression inter-rater agreement also exceeded that of the initial child and pediatric DSM-5 field trials ($\kappa_{\text{BANDA}} = 0.66$ vs. $\kappa_{\text{DSM-5 trials}} = 0.28$; Freedman et al., 2013). There was no basis for direct comparison between BANDA anxiety disorders and child and pediatric DSM-5 field trials. However, BANDA anxiety agreement scores were greater than adult generalized anxiety disorder inter-rater agreement scores assessed during DSM-5 field trials ($\kappa_{\text{BANDA}} = 0.55$ vs. $\kappa_{\text{DSM-5 trials}} = 0.20$; Freedman et al., 2013).

4.2. Putative study groupings

For group-level descriptive analyses, participants were placed into one of three study categories using DSM-5 diagnoses to illustrate broad trends associated with anxiety and depression in the present data. Users of these data are not constrained to the study groupings described here, as K-SADS characterization yields an abundance of diagnostic information (Fig. 1; see also Supplementary Tables 3–4). The three study groups discussed are: the Control Adolescent Group (CA), the Depressed Adolescent Group (DA), and the Anxious Adolescent Group (AA). CA participants have no current DSM-5 disorder, nor a historical diagnosis of anxiety or depression. DA participants meet the DSM-5 criteria for a current depressive disorder. Thus, DA participants have clinically significant depressive symptoms present within 2-weeks at the time of the K-SADS interview. This grouping encompasses participants whom met the criteria for a current diagnosis of: major depressive disorder, dysthymia, an unspecified depressive disorder (i.e., depression not otherwise specified), or adjustment disorder with depressed mood. DA participants may also have a current or historical anxiety disorder. AA participants meet the DSM-5 criteria for at least one of the following anxiety disorders: generalized anxiety, social anxiety, specific phobia, agoraphobia, panic disorder, separation anxiety, or single-incident posttraumatic stress disorder. Participants included in the AA group do not meet the criteria for a current diagnosis of any of the depressive disorders described above. Participants in the AA group may have a historical diagnosis of a depressive disorders. However, depressive symptomology is currently subthreshold or, where diagnostic criteria permit (e.g., major depressive disorder), in “full remission.” Approximately 85% of the AA group meet the current diagnostic criteria for generalized anxiety disorder (58.50%), social phobia (46.80%), and/or separation anxiety disorder (8.51%; see Supplementary Tables 3–4).

4.3. Clinically-relevant dimensional measures

Dimensional measures were selected in consultation with study clinicians and by surveying research to probe constructs that cut across traditional diagnostic categories of anxiety and depression. Seven self-report measures were selected to characterize dimensions of adolescents’ moods, personality traits, thoughts, and behaviors (Fig. 2; Table 2). Administration time for these seven self-report measures took on average about 25 min to complete. An additional measure was selected to assess adolescents’ histories of stressful life experiences (Slavich et al., 2019), which took on average around 20 min to complete. Detailed information on adolescent dimensional measures may be found in Supplementary Appendix I. Dimensional data are collected from select measures by parent report on the adolescent (e.g., behavioral inhibition, negative and positive affect, problem behaviors; Supplementary Table 6).

4.4. Cognitive and neuropsychological measures

Data characterizing adolescents’ cognitive/neuropsychological function are collected to assess cognitive constructs that could be related to general adolescent development, while also taking participant burden into consideration. Many of the BANDA measures are consistent with the original HCP and HCP-D studies (Barch et al., 2013), ABCD Study (Luciana et al., 2018), the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort study (Satterthwaite et al., 2016), and several ongoing CRHD studies (Table 3; Supplementary Figure 2). Measures were selected from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Toolbox (Gershon et al., 2013; Heaton et al., 2014) and the University of Pennsylvania Computerized Neuropsychological Test Battery (Penn Test Battery; R.C. Gur et al., 2010). Adolescent participants complete a total of 9 computerized measures from these standardized batteries; five of which are from the NIH toolbox. Adolescents and their participating parent also complete a two-subtest Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, 2nd Edition (WASI-II) which allows for the estimation of a normative Full-scale IQ, along with Verbal Comprehension and Perceptual Reasoning abilities. Administration time for adolescent completion of cognitive and neuropsychological measures was approximately 75 min.

4.5. Additional characterization

Adolescent-report data on his/her relative physical development, primary- and secondary-sex characteristics are acquired (Taylor et al., 2001). Data from the Chapman Handedness Inventory are acquired to assess lateral-hand dominance of the adolescent (Chapman and Chapman, 1987). Demographic data (e.g., race, ethnicity, parental education, household income) are obtained via parent report, along with data on adolescents’ current psychiatric medication use (Fig. 1; Supplementary Table 5).

5. Functional imaging tasks in the BANDA study

We selected three tasks which probe psychological constructs of interest and that have been shown to elicit activation in neurocircuitry relevant to general adolescent development, as well as anxiety and depression (Fig. 3). BANDA targets three RDoC constructs: Responsiveness to Reward (Positive Valence Systems Domain), Acute Threat (Negative Valence Systems Domain), and Cognitive Control (Cognitive Systems Domain; see nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/constructs). Initial piloting of fMRI tasks in adult participants yielded activation patterns in brain regions thought to be related to these constructs and also activation patterns generally consistent with previous reports. Here, we discuss these tasks and demonstrate preliminary brain activation patterns from the first 140 adolescents participating in the BANDA study. fMRI tasks were adapted from extant reports, but were re-programmed from proprietary stimulus presentation software to an open-source stimulus presentation software (Pierce, 2007). Task code and stimuli are retrievable from https://github.com/BANDA-connect. Abbreviated versions of the fMRI tasks are used to train each participant on task procedures, before she/he begins scanning. Participant performance is monitored during practice to ensure that the participant is performing each task correctly, and s/he is given multiple attempts to practice the task if needed. Instructions for each task are repeated before the presentation of the task in the scanner. Training on tasks and presentation follows a standardized administration protocol to ensure all participants receive the same instructions and a similar study experience (Siles et al., 2020).

5.1. MRI acquisition

Comprehensive information on hardware, sequences, and acquisition harmonization with other HCP imaging projects is described in our companion article (Siles et al., 2020). Briefly, images are collected on a Siemens 3T Prisma MRI using a 64-channel head coil. The study used 52 head elements. Stimuli are back-projected onto a screen and observed through a mirror mounted on the task responses.

Only T1-weighted (T1w), T2-weighted (T2w), and task echo-planar image (EPI) acquisition parameters are described here. Task-fMRI images are acquired using 2-D multiband, gradient-recalled echo-planar imaging via publicly-available sequences identical to those used in
Table 2
Adolescent Self-report Clinical Measures on Select Subscales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivational systems</td>
<td>Behavioral Inhibition and Activation Questionnaire (BIS-BAS)</td>
<td>BIS</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAS-Drive</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAS-Fun</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAS-Reward</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive feelings and behaviors</td>
<td>Mood and Feelings Questionnaire (MFQ)</td>
<td>NEO–Neuroticism</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety, depression, and vulnerability to stress</td>
<td>Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale (RCADS)</td>
<td>RCADS-SepAnx</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RCADS-GenAnx</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RCADS-OC</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious and depressive symptoms</td>
<td>SNPITH Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS)</td>
<td>STAI-State</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STAI-Trait</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risky behavior</td>
<td>Risky Behavior Questionnaire for Adolescents (RBQA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic capacity</td>
<td>SNPITH Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious tendencies and anxious state</td>
<td>State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STAI-Trait</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Behavioral Inhibition and Behavioral Activation Questionnaire (BIS-BAS; Carver and White, 1994) = Behavioral Inhibition Scale (BIS) subscale, Drive (BAS-Drive) subscale, Fun Seeking (BAS-Fun) subscale, and Reward Responsiveness (BAS-Reward) subscale. Mood and Feelings Questionnaire (MFQ; Angold et al., 1995). NEO Five Factor Personality Inventory - Neuroticism subscale (NEO–Neuroticism; McCrae and Costa, 2004). Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale (RCADS; de Ross et al., 2000) Major Depressive Disorder subscale (RCADS-Dep), Generalized Anxiety Disorder subscale (RCADS-GenAnx), Obsessive Compulsive Disorder subscale (RCADS-OC), Panic Disorder subscale (RCADS-Panic), Separation Anxiety Disorder subscale (RCADS-SepAnx), and Social Phobia subscale (RCADS-Social). Risky Behavior Questionnaire for Adolescents (RBQA; Auerbach and Gardiner, 2012). Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale total score (SHAPS; Snaith et al., 1995). State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al., 1970), State subscale (STAI-State) and Trait subscale (STAI-Trait). Detailed information on these clinical measures may be found in Supplementary Appendix I.

Table 3
Cognitive and Neuropsychological Measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
<th>Harmonization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay Discounting</td>
<td>Impulsivity/self-regulation</td>
<td>Penn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Card Sort</td>
<td>Cognitive flexibility/attention</td>
<td>NIn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion Recognition</td>
<td>Facial emotion recognition</td>
<td>Penn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanker</td>
<td>Inhibition/attention</td>
<td>NIn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Sorting</td>
<td>Working memory</td>
<td>NIn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Reasoning</td>
<td>Nonverbal reasoning</td>
<td>Penn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral Reading</td>
<td>Reading decoding</td>
<td>NIn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Comparison</td>
<td>Processing speed</td>
<td>NIn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASI-II</td>
<td>Full-scale intelligence</td>
<td>WASI</td>
<td>Parent/Child</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Memory</td>
<td>Verbal episodic memory</td>
<td>Penn</td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Task, Domains, and Harmonization with other “Big Data” Imaging Studies. 1 = original HCP, 2 = HCP-Development, 3 = Connectomes Related to Human Disease Project-Perturbation of the Treatment ofResistant Depression Connectome by Fast-Acting Therapies, 4 = Dimensional Connectomics of Anxious Mixture, 5 = the ABCD study, 6 = Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort, 7 = Connectomes Related to Human Disease Project-Mapping Connectomes of Disordered Mental States. WASH-I = Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, 2nd Edition. NIH = task selected from National Institutes of Health Toolbox. Penn = University of Pennsylvania Computerized Neuropsychological Test Battery.

other HCP studies (cmrr.umn.edu/multiband). Sequences offer a 2.0 mm isotropic voxel with whole-brain coverage from 72 oblique, axial slices, with multiband acceleration factor = 8, repetition time \( (TR) = 800 \) ms, echo time \( (TE) = 37 \) ms, flip angle = 52° Tasks are acquired using an even number of EPI runs, with two different phase encoding directions (i.e., anterior-posterior, posterior-anterior). One multi-echo magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) T1w and one T2w image is acquired with acquisition parameters matching those of the HCP along with an additional volumenavigators (vNavs) mesh; Van Essen et al., 2012b). The final output of these images, applied a bias-field correction using individual participant's spin-echo field maps, and spatially-normalized participants’ T1w image to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template (i.e., MNI152). The FreeSurfer and PostFreeSurfer workflows focus upon the corrected and spatially-normalized T1w outputs from the PreFreeSurfer workflow. Here, participants’ anatomical data are segmented into cortical and subcortical structures, cortical structures are reconstructed into pial and white matter surfaces, the cortical surface is smoothed, and cortical surface data are registered (via convexity of sulci, curvature ofgyral and sulcal folds, and T1w/T2w myelin maps (i.e., multimodal surface matching; Robinson et al., 2014)) to a standard surface template (i.e., 32k_fs_LR mesh; Van Essen et al., 2012b). The final output of these workflows is the participants’ data in a single, down-sampled (≈2 mm) processing workflows for Version 3.26.1 of the HCP minimally-preprocessed pipeline (retrieved from: github.com/Washington-University/Pipelines/releases/tag/v3.26.1).

Anatomical Processing Workflows. PreFreeSurfer, FreeSurfer, PostFreeSurfer workflows were used to process T1w and T2w images. Processing procedures are described in detail elsewhere (see Glasser et al., 2013). Briefly, PreFreeSurfer workflow performed: gradient nonlinear distortion corrections, co-registered T1w and T2w images, applied a bias-field correction using individual participant's spin-echo field maps, and spatially-normalized participants’ T1w image to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template (i.e., MNI152). The FreeSurfer and PostFreeSurfer workflows focus upon the corrected and spatially-normalized T1w outputs from the PreFreeSurfer workflow. Further, participants’ anatomical data are segmented into cortical and subcortical structures, cortical structures are reconstructed into pial and white matter surfaces, the cortical surface is smoothed, and cortical surface data are registered (via convexity of sulci, curvature ofgyral and sulcal folds, and T1w/T2w myelin maps (i.e., multimodal surface matching; Robinson et al., 2014)) to a standard surface template (i.e., 32k_fs_LR mesh; Van Essen et al., 2012b). The final output of these workflows is the participants’ data in a single, down-sampled (≈2 mm)
space of 91, 282 Gy matter coordinates (i.e., “grayordinates”); MNI (volume) and a standardized surface template (32k_fs_LR mesh). This “grayordinate” space reflects an efficient amalgam of volume (i.e., voxels) and surface (i.e., vertices) data in a common geometrical and informatics framework.

**Functional Processing and Analysis.** fMRIVolume and fMRISurface workflows also correct for distortion and spatially-normalize participants’ functional data to the standard grayordinate space created by the anatomical workflows (above). These too are described in detail else-where (see Glasser et al., 2013). Briefly, these functional workflows remove spatial distortions via gradient nonlinearity corrections, realign volumes to compensate for participant motion, adjust for bias fields via dual-phase encoded spin-echo corrections (i.e., topup; Andersson et al., 2003), register fMRI data to participants’ MNI-based anatomical data, normalize each timeseries by the (whole-brain) global mean, and remove extra-parenchymal voxels. Cortical data are then placed in the standard surface-space (i.e., 32k_fs_LR mesh) using transformations obtained during the anatomical workflows and a spatial filter is applied so that higher-noise voxels (greater than 0.5 standard deviations above mean coefficient of variation within a 5 mm Gaussian neighborhood) are excluded from the analyses. Functional data are spatially smoothed (2 mm full width at half maximum [FWHM]) on the mesh surface and within the subcortical values, and subjected to a high-pass filter of 0.005 Hz.

To obtain activations within the task fMRI data, task-versus-rest, and condition-versus-condition contrasts are modeled in FMRIB Software Library (FSL; Smith et al., 2004) using a generalized linear modeling (GLM) convolution approach with a double-gamma hemodynamic response function, while also removing variance accounted for by translational and rotational head motion estimates. In the HCP workflows, an additional smoothing kernel is applied prior to GLM, resulting in a final applied spatial smoothing factor of FWHM = 3.5 mm. Group-level z-scores of task activation were derived using FSL’s Permutation Analysis of Linear Models (PALM; Winkler et al., 2014). Brain activation maps for each functional imaging task, for selected contrasts of interest are displayed in Figs. 4–6 and Supplementary Figure 3.

### 5.3. Responsiveness to reward and the incentive processing task (IPT)

The responsiveness-to-reward construct is reflected in physiological signatures and behavioral markers associated with the anticipation or receipt of rewards. Striatal structures comprise key nodes within the brain’s reward and motivation system (RMS; Bartra et al., 2013; Haber and Knutson, 2009; Shultz, 2000, 2002). Adolescence is thought to be characterized by greater sensitivity of the RMS to incentives, as well as a greater tendency for reward-seeking behaviors (Casey, 2015; Somerville et al., 2016; see also Buckholtz and Faigman, 2014; Cohen and Casey, 2014). Evidence robustly links alterations to the brain’s RMS and depression (Dillon et al., 2014; Forbes et al., 2006; Luking et al., 2016b; Pizzagalli et al., 2009; Sharp et al., 2014; Stringaris et al., 2015; see also Bress et al., 2013; Kerestes et al., 2014; Luking et al., 2016b; Nelson et al., 2015; Pizzagalli, 2014). There are also findings demonstrating anxiety-related activation changes in RMS relative to sample controls (Benson et al., 2015; Lahat et al., 2016).

The IPT, adapted from Delgado and colleagues (2000), presents the prospect of monetary rewards to evoke activation in the RMS (from Barch et al., 2013). This task was chosen for the BANDA study for several reasons. First, IPT-type tasks consistently elicit suprathreshold RMS activation in healthy youth and adults (Delgado et al., 2000; Forbes et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., in press; May et al., 2004; Speer et al., 2015; Tricomi et al., 2004). Second, IPTs are also used by the original HCP and HCP-D studies (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2018) and two CRHD projects (one on adult anxiety, one on adult disordered emotional states). Third, youth with depression or risk for depression show blunted RMS responses given the prospect of incentives relative to non-MDD youth (Forbes et al., 2006; Stringaris et al., 2015).

Participants complete two runs (2 min 52 s per run; 5 min 44 s total) of a block-design, IPT adapted from Delgado et al., 2000 (see also Barch et al., 2013; Speer et al., 2015). Before the task begins, participants are reminded that their responses will result in winning or losing actual money. Participants guess via index- or middle-finger button press whether a to-be-revealed number (between 1–9) is greater than or less than 5. Participants then receive an image of the actual number and visual feedback regarding whether they had guessed correctly. Guessing...
Questions are placed on the screen after the second run of the IPT. These questions will allow the assessment of whether groups or individuals differ in their perceived winnings and whether these perceptions are related to RMS activation (Schultz, 2017). Up to three prompts inquire about participants’ perceived winnings. The participant responds to these prompts via finger pad. First, s/he is asked, “Do you think you won money, lost money, or broke even?” This serves as a stem question to set up the following questions. However, if the participant responds that they perceived they “broke even,” no follow-up questions are presented. Next, s/he is asked, “How much do you think you [won/lost]?” This question has three available responses to qualify the magnitude of participants’ perceived winnings or losses: “A little”, “Average”, or “A Lot”. Finally, the screen prompts participants to: “Guess how much you [won/lost]”. There are four available responses aimed at quantifying the perceived magnitude of winning or losing in US dollars: “0–5”, “5–10”, “10–15”, “15+”.

5.3.1. IPT preliminary data analysis

IPT functional imaging data were available and analyzed for 133 adolescents (AA = 43, CA = 51, DA = 38). Reward, Loss, and Reward > Loss conditions were modeled, along with translational and rotational head motion parameter estimates, using standard GLM approaches in FSL. Consistent with the HCP young adult and developmental cohorts, brain activation in response to reward compared to loss (Reward > Loss conditions) are presented here (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville, 2018). This contrast captured differential activation patterns associated with the prospect of rewards, while distinguishing activations related to the general task experience (e.g., visual/perceptual load, motor responses) and the prospect of losses. We expected positive activations for this contrast within ventral striatum (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville, 2018). Voxel and vertex data were thresholded using cutoff values $z = \pm 2.81, p < .005$, uncorrected. Voxel data were also thresholded with an additional volume correction of $(k > 9)$ in an attempt to ensure activation clusters from smaller brain regions. This approach using a relatively liberal lower-limit threshold is consistent with the approach of the original HCP study to describe general activation patterns in a preliminary dataset (Barch et al., 2012). The $p < .005$ cutoff value was chosen consistent with recent analyses demonstrating that beginning with a voxel-wise $p$-value of this magnitude can identify regions of interest with strong to moderate strength of evidence for a target effect (Chen et al., 2019; see also Chen et al., 2020). The IPT and Reward > Loss contrast produced expected, positive activations in ventral striatum (Fig. 4), lending confidence that this task can evoke canonical reward-related neural signatures in this sample.

5.4. Acute threat and the emotion processing task (EPT)

The acute-threat construct is reflected in physiological signatures...
and behavioral markers associated with aversive (e.g., threatening or fear-inducing) stimuli or cues. A primary node within fear- or threat-based brain circuitry is the amygdala (Barrett and Wager, 2006; LeDoux, 2000; J. 2007; LeDoux and Brown, 2016; LeDoux and Pine, 2016). Amygdalar activation is overexpressed in adolescents relative to children and adults, particularly in threatening contexts (Ahmed et al., 2015; Casey, 2015; Somerville et al., 2010). Fear-related brain activity is consistently implicated in anxiety and depression or risk factors for these disorders (Bishop et al., 2004a; Chai et al., 2015; Christensen et al., 2015; Kilgore and Yurgelun-Todd, 2005; McClure et al., 2007; Phan et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2010; see also Dillon et al., 2014; Etkin and Wager, 2007; Hofmann et al., 2011; Kerestes et al., 2014; Stuhrmann et al., 2011).

The EPT (Chai et al., 2015; Hariri et al., 2002; see also Barch et al., 2013) was chosen to target the acute threat construct and evoke fear-related brain activity for several reasons. First, EPTs have been shown to evoke group-level, suprathreshold activation in the amygdala in adults and youth (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville, 2018). Second, an EPT version is used by the original HCP and HCP-D studies, and two current CRHD projects in adult anxiety and depression. Finally, viewing threatening facial expressions within this task is associated with increases in amygdala BOLD activation for anxious and depressed participants, as well as for those at risk for developing anxiety or depression, relative to study controls (Chai et al., 2015; Kilgore and Yurgelun-Todd, 2005; McClure et al., 2007; Phan et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2010; see also Etkin and Wager, 2007; Kerestes et al., 2014; Stuhrmann et al., 2011).

Participants complete two runs (5 min 24 s per run, 10 min 48 s total) of a block-design, EPT adapted from Hariri et al. (2002) (from Barch et al., 2013). Participants indicate via index- or middle-finger button press which of two pictures at the bottom of the screen match one picture presented above (target). When the picture to the left of the screen matches the target picture, participants are instructed to respond with their index finger. When the picture to the right of the screen matches the target picture, participants are instructed to respond with their middle finger. RTs and accuracy of responses are acquired within the 3 s allotted for each trial. Each trial consists of three pictures from a single condition (one at the top, two at the bottom). Each block consists of six trials and lasts 18 s. There are four experimental conditions, one control condition (Object stimuli), and one baseline condition (fixation cross). Six blocks of each condition are presented across two runs.

Four experimental conditions consist of Fearful, Happy, Neutral, and Sad face stimuli taken from the Radboud and NimStim databases (Langner et al., 2010; Tottenham et al., 2009) and Object stimuli consisting of fruits and vegetables scaled to approximately the same size as the face stimuli (Chai et al., 2015). Face stimuli are from 72 actors (50% female). Each actor is presented as a target once for each facial expression (Fearful, Happy, Neutral, Sad). The Sad condition was not part of the original task adapted from Hariri et al. (2002), nor is it part of other HCP studies. We did not include the Sad condition for the first 17 (AA = 1, CA = 14, DA = 2) participants. However, because activation in amygdala for depressed persons tends to be reliably sensitive to this condition (Stuhrmann et al., 2011), we decided to include this once we began recruiting more depressed adolescents. All actors are facing forward and the images are cropped to contain only the actors’ head, neck, and a portion of their shoulders. Object stimuli consist of 72 unique pictures of fruits and vegetables. Each Object stimulus is presented in only a single trial. Conditions are interspersed pseudo-randomly across two runs. Target responses (index or middle finger) are balanced across conditions and appear pseudo-randomly across runs.

5.4.1. EPT preliminary data analysis
EPT functional data were available and analyzed for 134 adolescents (AA = 44, CA = 51, DA = 39). Fearful, Happy, Neutral, Sad, Object, Face > Object, Fear > Neutral conditions were modeled, along with translational and rotational head motion parameter estimates, using standard GLM approaches in FSL. We present brain activation in response to fearful faces compared to neutral faces (Fear > Neutral). This contrast elucidates differential brain activation patterns associated with fearful face processing while distinguishing activations related to the general task experience (e.g., visual/perceptual load, face features, motor responses). We expected positive activations for this contrast within amygdalae. Voxel and vertex data were thresholded at $z = \pm 2.81$, $p < .005$, uncorrected. Voxel data were also thresholded with an additional volume correction of $k$ requiring greater than 9 contiguous voxels ($k > 9$) in an attempt to ensure clusters of activation had
reasonable mass, without omitting activation clusters from smaller brain regions. Fear > Neutral contrast produced slight positive activations in the amygdala (Fig. 5), lending some confidence that this task can evoke canonical threat-related neural signatures in this sample. Results from the canonical, Face > Object contrast are also presented in Supplementary Material (Supplementary Figure 3).

5.5. Cognitive control and the emotion interference task (EIT)

The cognitive-control construct is reflected in physiological signatures and behavioral markers during task conditions requiring goal-directed performance. One’s capacity to bias cognitive and neural systems in service of goal-directed performance is thought to reflect his/her cognitive control ability. Adolescents have difficulty exerting cognitive control during emotional distraction relative to other forms of distraction, and relative to adults in these same conditions (Cohen et al., 2016; Cohen-Gilbert and Thomas, 2013; Dreyfus et al., 2014; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; see also Ahmed et al., 2015). Cognitive control impairments during emotional distraction are thought to be an essential feature of anxiety and depression (Eysenck et al., 2007; Gotlib and Joormann, 2010; Hubbard et al., 2016; b; Joormann, 2011; Koster et al., 2011; Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008; Schweizer et al., 2019; Shi and Liu, 2016; Siegle et al., 2002; Whitmer and Gotlib, 2013).

Prefrontal cortex (PFC) is critical for goal-directed performance (Botvinick et al., 2001; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Miller and Buschman, 2013). PFC regions are active during emotional-distraction scenarios (Ochsner et al., 2008). This activation is thought to reflect the implementation of cognitive control processes (Banich et al., 2009; Bishop, 2007; Ochsner and Gross, 2005). PFC gray matter and structural/functional connections are also underdeveloped in adolescents relative to adults (Gogtay et al., 2004; Insel et al., 2017; Olen et al., 2007; Pehlivanova et al., 2018; see also Casey, 2015). Depressed and anxious persons also show alterations in PFC functioning during (or proximal to) exposure to emotional material (Bishop et al., 2004b; Fales et al., 2008, 2009; Hooley et al., 2009; Mayberg et al., 1999; Siegle et al., 2002, G.J. 2007; Telzer et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; see also Auersbach et al., 2013; Bishop, 2007b; Drevets, 1999; Davidson et al., 2002; Poland-Ross and Gotlib, 2012; Hofmann et al., 2011; Kerestes et al., 2014; Mayberg, 2009).

The EIT (Fales et al., 2008a; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Wojcicalik et al., 1998) was chosen for the BANDA study for several reasons. First, the EIT has been shown in adults to elicit activation in cognitive-control-related brain regions (e.g., anterior cingulate cortex and lateral PFC; Fales et al., 2008a; Vuilleumier et al., 2001). Second, this task is currently being used in an adult CRHD project on anxiety, potentially allowing for adult and adolescent comparisons. Finally, adult anxiety- and depression-related activation changes in PFC have been demonstrated on variants of the EIT. Specifically, depressed and more anxious participants tend to show decreases in PFC BOLD activation when instructed to ignore fearful-face pictures on the EIT, relative to non-depressed or less anxious participants (e.g., Bishop et al., 2004b; Fales et al., 2008a,b). Depression-related increases in amygdalar activation have also been observed during this condition (Fales et al., 2008a,b).

Participants complete four runs (3 min 54 s per run, 15 min 36 s total) of an event-related design, EIT. Responses are given via index- or middle-finger button press. Participants indicate whether two pictures in either a horizontal or vertical axis are identical or different. Each trial presents two pairs of pictures (1 pair in the horizontal axis, 1 pair in the vertical axis). Each run features 24 trials wherein participants need to attend to the pairs of pictures presented in a specific axis. Before each run participants are cued signaling whether they need to attend to the pictures in the horizontal or vertical axis, and thus, ignore pictures in the orthogonal axis. RTs and accuracy of responses are acquired within 2.2 s allotted for each response.

Trials begin with a 1 s fixation cross, 0.25 s presentation of the picture stimuli, and allow 2.2 s for a response. There are two different classes of pictures (faces and houses), with the former class also featuring two different types of facial expressions (neutral and fearful). There are four conditions: attention to fearful faces, attention to neutral faces, ignoring fearful faces, ignoring neutral faces (Fales et al., 2008a,b; Vuilleumier et al., 2001). Each condition is presented 24 times across the 4 runs, and an equal number of times in each axis orientation. Inter-trial intervals of 2150, 4660, 9680, and 12,190 ms are randomly (but equally) distributed throughout each run.

5.5.1. EIT preliminary data analysis

EIT functional data were available and analyzed for 133 adolescents (AA = 44, CA = 51, DA = 38). Attention to Fearful Faces, Attention to Neutral Faces, Ignoring Fearful Faces, Ignoring Neutral Faces, Attending Faces > Attending Houses, and Ignoring Fearful Faces > Ignoring Neutral Faces conditions were modeled, along with translational and rotational head motion parameter estimates, using standard GLM approaches in FSL. Consistent with adult anxiety and depression research, we present brain activation in response to adolescents’ attempts at ignoring fearful faces compared to ignoring neutral faces (Ignore Fear > Ignore Neutral; Bishop et al., 2004b; Fales et al., 2008a,b). This contrast captures differential brain activation patterns associated with attempts to ignore emotionally-evocative information (i.e., fearful faces) while distinguishing activations related to the general task experience (e.g., visual/perceptual load, face features, motor responses) and may correspond to the cognitive control construct. We assumed that we would find prefrontal activations associated with this contrast. However, we could not predict the direction of these activations a priori. An a priori directional prediction at the sample level is complicated due to sample heterogeneity (i.e., control, anxious, and depressed participants) and because these participants are adolescents—a group who more generally show cognitive control deficits in the presence of emotional stimuli (Cohen et al., 2016; Cohen-Gilbert and Thomas, 2013; Dreyfus et al., 2014; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; see also Ahmed et al., 2015). Voxel and vertex data were also thresholded with an additional volume correction of (k) requiring greater than 9 contiguous voxels (k > 9) in an attempt to ensure clusters of activation had reasonable mass, without omitting activation clusters from smaller brain regions. We observed negative activation in superior PFC and other PFC regions. This activation was greater when participants were trying to ignore neutral faces, relative to fearful faces (as indicated by negative values; Fig. 6). This finding is consistent with reports of adolescents, as well as anxious and depressed adults, having difficulty controlling attention away from emotionally-evocative information. Increased activations observed for the Ignore Fear > Ignore Neutral contrast in amygdalae and fusiform gyri, areas involved in emotion and face processing, also lend preliminary support for this interpretation.

6. Considerations for using BANDA data

6.1. Exploration of the neural correlates of clinical diversity

This project features a wide range of psychiatric symptoms and comorbidities. For categorical analyses described here, we parse this sample in terms of three study categories (i.e., AA, CA, and DA participants). However, prospective users of BANDA data are not constrained to these labels. The large sample of adolescent patients and the breadth of clinical information collected will allow for many clinically- and scientifically-meaningful comparisons. For example, interested researchers may examine brain or behavioral differences between lifetime and present episodes of depression. The addition of the Family History Screen will also allow for the assessment of transgenerational, neural effects of psychopathology (Chai et al., 2015, 2016; Huang et al., 2011; Hung et al., 2017; Luiking et al., 2016a; Morgan et al., 2014; Peterson et al., 2009; Sharp et al., 2014; Stringaris et al., 2015).
Moderate to substantial inter-rater agreement on DSM-5 categories for depression and anxious classifications also suggests that researchers may also explore the relationships of these traditional diagnostic labels with measures of adolescent brain and behaviors with a reasonable degree of confidence in these diagnostic classifications.

In this preliminary sample, control and clinical adolescents demonstrated considerable variability in their response to the clinically-relevant dimensional measures. Importantly, this variability was accompanied by mostly desirable levels of internal consistency, with 93% of subscales falling in the Acceptable ($\alpha \geq 0.7$) to Excellent ($\alpha \geq 0.9$) range (Median Cronbach's $\alpha = 0.89$; Table 2). The breadth of, and variability within, the measured clinical dimensions should provide a wealth of opportunities for investigators to account for a wider range of individual differences using the structural, functional, or diffusion imaging data. For instance, a dimensional approach could elucidate common factors across diagnoses that are the product of, or give rise to, specific neural findings (e.g., decreased functional connectivity between frontal regions and amygdalae during the viewing of fearful stimuli).

6.2. Substance use and BOLD signal

Medication is a general challenge for clinical imaging research (Iannetti and Wise, 2007). The exact effects of psychiatric medications on BOLD signal are not known. However, psychiatric medications do affect the physiological processes underlying BOLD signal activations (Dukart et al., 2018; Harris and Reynell, 2017). It was not feasible for this project to solely recruit unmedicated or treatment-naïve participants, nor would such a select group offer a representative sample of adolescents with depression or anxiety. Moreover, due to concerns for participants’ well-being, we did not require a washout period for medications before brain imaging.

One consideration for using this project’s BOLD imaging data are the effects that medication status or type might have on functional imaging findings. About half of patients in the present sample were taking at least one psychotropic medication. If this trend continues in recruitment, reasonably large sample sizes of medicated and unmedicated adolescent patients will be obtained and may permit assessments of patient medication status on BOLD imaging data. Records of medication types and status of all participants are also collected which may be used as covariates in analyses (Supplementary Table 5).

Participants meeting criteria for current substance-use disorders are not included in this study. However, those with past substance-use disorders may be included. Researchers using these data may consider excluding those with historical substance-use disorders (Supplementary Table 4). In the present sample, one participant within the anxious adolescent group (2.6% of AA group) met the criteria for a previous substance-use disorder. Data from self-report substance abuse items will be available pertaining to alcohol, caffeine, nicotine, and illicit substance use. Group-level descriptive statistics of these items are featured in Supplementary Table 7.

6.3. Cross-study harmonization and comparisons

Harmonization of behavioral and imaging measures between the BANDA study and extant or future projects may allow for direct comparisons across a wide array of populations. The choice to use the computerized NIH Toolbox and Penn Test Battery measures affords cognitive and neuropsychological comparisons with at least 7 other “big-data” imaging projects. Moreover, because diverse samples are continuing to be collected on these measures and these data are being curated and shared, comprehensive norms may one day be available which will provide an invaluable resource for evaluating a participant’s ability in light of a population-representative distribution (Beaumont et al., 2013). Similarly, the use of harmonized imaging acquisition parameters, hardware, and functional tasks may allow for comparisons of brain imaging findings or joint analyses across multiple imaging projects. Such comparisons, however, are not as straightforward as comparing behavioral measures (Vollmar et al., 2010). Thus, additional analytic approaches and additional care in interpretation of comparisons between harmonized imaging data from different projects may be necessary (Adhikari et al., 2018; Fortin et al., 2018; Karyumak et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2018; see also Harms et al., 2018; Siles et al., 2020).
The present task-fMRI analyses used the HCP minimal preprocessing workflow (Glasser et al., 2013). To remain as consistent as possible with extant HCP methods presentations (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2018) and to provide a general illustration of our minimally processed data, comprehensive denoising of imaging data was not part of the present analysis workflow. Thus, only minimal attempts to account for non-neural variance in these data were employed (i.e., covarying for translational and rotational head motion). Future analyses must consider employing additional practices to account for non-neural influences on these data (e.g., frame censoring [Power et al., 2012], component-based denoising [Behzadi et al., 2007; Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2015]).

In keeping with other HCP reports to provide a general overview of all of the data, we did not exclude participants’ data from our analyses based upon task fMRI performance (Barch et al., 2013; Somerville et al., 2018). Task fMRI performance data are made publicly available, along with study images. Users of task fMRI data should consider excluding participants based upon performance criteria. For convenience, we suggest here minimum guidelines for participant exclusion based upon performance data. At minimum, users of the ECT and EIT measures should consider excluding participants who responded to fewer than 70% of trials and had less than 60% accuracy in their responding. Applying these criteria to the present sample would exclude 0.75% (n = 1) and 11.28% (n = 15), for the ECT and EIT, respectively. For the IPT, there is no measure of response accuracy. However, response rate and response bias (i.e., percent of index- or middle-finger button presses) are recorded. For this task, we also suggest excluding participants who responded to fewer than 70% of trials. Additionally, we suggest excluding participants who showed greater than 90% response bias for a single-button response. Because the probability of a correct or incorrect response was fixed at 50%, >90% suggests that participants were not thoughtfully performing the task. Applying these criteria to the IPT would exclude 0.75% (n = 1) participants.

Voxel and surface maps were displayed here using a lower-limit threshold of \( z = \pm 2.81 \), corresponding to an uncorrected \( p \)-value of 0.005. This approach of using a relatively liberal lower-limit threshold was consistent with the approach used in the original HCP study (Barch et al., 2012) and it was undertaken to merely describe sample-wide trends in functional imaging data for specific contrasts of interest. This allowed us to illustrate activations that are likely sufficient for ROI-based analyses, as well demonstrate activations which may survive more rigorous (e.g., Bonferroni), grayordinate-wise correction methods (i.e., \( z = \pm 5 \)). We suggest that prospective users of these data with the goal of grayordinate-wise or voxel-wise inferential testing (i.e., making population-level claims based upon sample-level evidence) consider rigorous family-wise error and/or false-discovery rate corrections to ensure the generalizability of their findings.

6.5. Pre-registration and transparent science

There are no contingencies placed upon accessing de-identified data from the BANDA study for research purposes. However, we encourage prospective users to pre-register hypothesis-driven research before analyzing these data (e.g., Open Science Framework). In attempting to circumvent entering bias into future random-effects investigations on these data, we chose not to publish group-level averages or differences (or individual difference relationships) on task-fMRI analyses here (Kerr, 1998). In terms of necessary statistical effect sizes for prediction of clinical dimensions, assuming a 10–20% loss of data for any given measure (e.g., attrition, poor image quality) from the proposed final sample will require a correlation effect size between \( r = 0.194 \cdot 0.205 \), to reject the null hypothesis (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) and achieve 80% power. If data-driven, predictive modeling is used, preregistration of discovery-set models before applying to validation data is also encouraged. Finally, we encourage users to deposit their code and results generated from analyses of BANDA brain data to one of many neuroscience repositories (e.g., NeuroVault, OpenNeuro).

7. Conclusion

The BANDA study reflects a novel effort seeking to understanding neural and behavioral aspects of adolescent anxiety and depression. This project capitalizes on the methods and philosophy of the HCP to provide the largest, open-access brain-imaging dataset of anxious and depressed adolescents to date. One goal in collecting and making data available is to help further developmental, neuropsychopathological approaches to understanding anxiety and depression. We hope that these data provide a useful resource for the neuroimaging and clinical communities in gaining insight into brain and behavior relationships in adolescent anxiety and depression.
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